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Approach 
p  I’ll give the “lite” and motivational perspective 
p  Helen Abadzi will focus and discuss in more technical detail 
p  Then there will be presentations on each topic 
p  Hopefully presenters will address the points to follow, even 

if extemporaneously 
p  And, issues for countries to consider 
p  Issues 

n  Curriculum 
n  Teaching 
n  Materials 
n  Language of instruction 
n  Assessment 
n  Technological help 
n  Supervision, logistics 
n  Motivation, social marketing 



Curriculum 
p  Is it “friendly” to early grade reading? 
p  Specific, focused?  Is it reading or “language 

arts”?  Or, is it reading or reading “integrated” 
into other things? 

p  Not even any mention of actual reading? 
p  Attempts to leap from nothing to comprehension 

without intermediate steps? 
p  If friendly, ok 
p  If not friendly, what to do? 
p  Even when friendly, how to gain “space” in 

syllabus, detailed lesson plans, time 



Curriculum - examples 
p Unteachable?  

n  “Constructs the comprehension of the text being read by: Anticipating the type of 
text and the purpose of the writing, according to context (situation, motive 
circumstances and the means whereby the text arrives at his hands). Reads 
individually and silently; identifies signals and cues such as: title, subtitles, 
shapes, known words. Formulates hypotheses (suppositions) about the meaning 
of the text. Tests his or her hypotheses against those of classmates and draws 
conclusions. Creates a synthesis on the meaning of the text. Confronts the 
constructed meaning with the reading of the text, as carried out by the teacher” 

n  With no prior step-wise goals regarding fluency, words, letters, nothing 

p  Teachable? 
n  Recognises and makes meaning of letters and words in longer texts, reads with 

increasing speed and fluency, reads aloud and uses correct pronunciation 
andappropriate stress, uses phonic and other word recognition and 
comprehension skills such as phonics, context, clues, and making predictions in 
order to make sense of text 

n  With at least some step-wise goals prior to thise one 



Teaching 
p  Do teachers get trained in actually teaching 

reading? 
p  Do they at least have the option of well-scripted, 
“choreographed” lesson plans? 
n  Down to gestures?!?! 
n  For teachers who are not succeeding, is there an option 

of a “step by step” process, scope and sequence? 
p  Do they understand and have reasonable 

expectations?  (Many countries: high but vague, 
others, in practice, ridiculously low.) 

p  Do they have constant, in class support? 
p  Is there a reward for doing well, of some sort? 

(Could be just community esteem.  But how does 
the community know, if there are no standards?) 



Materials 
p  Many countries: 10, 20, 30 kids / book? 
p  Others: 90% to 100% have, but 2-3 months late?  

Poor distribution systems 
p  Books often very expensive and monopolistic 
p  Do not start where kids are, or are technically 

flawed 
n  Very small font 
n  Way too complex stories 
n  Lots of new vocabulary that requires too much of a leap 
n  Too much dry analysis and too little fun 
n  Too little in mother tongue 
n  Too often: grammatical mistakes, poor spelling, even in 

approved school books! 



Technology 
p  “All kids reading” is huge challenge 
p  What cost-effective technologies can be brought 

to bear? 
p  What might be “white elephants” 
p  Cell phones versus 1-laptop? 
p  Other computer options? 
p  Radio? 
p  Video-tape?  (Remember: good teaching is 

balletic.) 
p  Is evidence sufficiently clear? 
p  What is worth experimenting with further? 



Supervision and logistics 
p What does it take to train enough 

teachers? 
n  What if skills are indeed “balletic”  -- not easy! 
n  Do cascades really work? 
n  What role for technology (video)? 

p What about supervision? 
n  Why do supervision systems never have 

money for fuel or transport even if they have 
too much labor? 

n  Why do teachers find supervisors unhelpful? 
n  What about time on task, accountability for 

good use of time?  Who supervises? Who 
enforces? 



Language of instruction 
p  If research so clear, why are systems and parents 

so resistant? 
p  My impression: inability to truly demonstrate in 

practice what research shows 
n  As if Ministries did not believe what they preach 
n  So implementation is often poor, which confirms 

parental prejudices? 
p  What about social unity issues? 
p  What about linguistically complex urban 

environments? 



Motivation, social marketing 
p  In some countries: expectations very low 
p By both parents and teachers 
p  If expectation reasonable, parents clueless 

as to how little their children read 
p How can one mobilize parents to both 

demand and help? 
p  Teachers to take accountability? 
p Ministries to accept responsibility? 
p What role for mass media? 
p What role for NGOs? 
p What role for international organizations? 



Assessment 
p Covered already, but… 
p What role for oral? 
p  In what situations? 
p  Pencil and paper?  When? 
p Assessment types by grade 
p Assessment for / by teachers / schools? 
p  For upward accountability?  Or for “soft” 

community accountability? 


